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A word of encouragement...

April 20, 2012

Dear name of your child ,

As you prepare for your upcoming final exams and end-of-the-year papers and projects, I thought you might like

to hear an Adjective story about when I was in college, all those years ago.

The year was an historical year , yes the Dark Ages, and we did not have nearly the distractions available to

us that you have today. No iPods, cell phones, or Facebook. We had to resort to playing our name of band 

or musician records when we wanted to delay our studying. We would put those color adjective disks on

our stereo and play the music Adverb . The entire dorm would start Verb - Present ends in ING and

Verb - Present ends in ING throughout the hall. Our social media consisted of writing Adjective

messages on each others dry erase memo boards, which hung on all of our dorm doors. Once we settled down,

we would fortify ourselves with beverage and Adjective food . Those less studious

people among us would choose beverage and food , and maybe even smoke some

flammable material .

Since we didnt have computers, we would have to action verb to the library, which as you know, was

uphill all the way, both directions. There we used a card catalogue to look up journals and books about the

historical event and the War of Noun - Plural . Once we had taken notes, using only a

uncommon writing instrument and paper, wed trudge back to our dorms and begin typing on our typewriter,

using



only our body part . We did not have spell-check, so we had to resort to using a dictionary.

Our Adjective parents rarely bothered us because they were worried about their long distance phone bills.

They could really only nag us by sending us a letter that arrived by mail every few unit of time plural , rather

than by sending us unpleasant adjective text messages. Arent you lucky that I only text you to tell you about

name of celebrity you like !

Anyway, I know that you are a very smart and Adjective young person, and you will absolutely do

superlative adverb on these upcoming exams and projects. Study hard! I love you.

Your name Mom or Dad
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